Platinum All Star Fund Recognised at Investors Choice Awards

Platinum All Star Fund awarded finalist recognition for Multi-Manager Fund of 2014 and
Multi-Manager Fund - Long Term Performance at the 2015 HedgePo Investors Choice
Hedge Fund Awards
!

Finalist:
Multi-Manager Fund of 2014 & Multi-Manager Fund - Long Term Performance

London, 27 March 2015 – Platinum All Star Fund has been recognised in two categories at the
2015 HedgePo Investors Choice Hedge Fund Awards. The event, held at the Dorchester Hotel
and attended by over 300 people saw the Platinum All Star Fund awarded finalist recognition by
a range of industry participants for Multi-Manager Fund of 2014 and Multi-Manager Fund - Long
Term Performance.
The annual Investors Choice Awards honor fund managers that have achieved outstanding risk
adjusted absolute returns. Fund managers from around the world are considered for the awards
by some of the most distinguished institutional investors in the industry who determine the
winner in each category by taking into account more than just performance. Funds are judged
by a select panel of esteemed institutional investors. The awards apply a holistic approach to
the judging process, including qualitative as well as quantitative criteria.
The Platinum All Star Fund is a diversified portfolio of alternative investments handpicked from
an exclusive universe of the top 1% of fund managers worldwide. These preeminent brand
names — the investment world’s proven best, brightest, and most successful — have
maintained consistent track records of success over the past 15+ years through complete
market cycles and have more than $250 billion aggregate assets under management.
Individually and combined, Platinum’s All Stars are uniquely positioned to capitalize on the
extraordinary opportunities taking shape as the global investment landscape continues to
evolve.
Peter Sprecher, Founder and Chairman of Platinum Capital Management, commented:
“Having significantly outperformed its peers in 25 of the past 30 months, and for the past five
out of six years, it is gratifying to see Platinum All Star Fund’s consistent long-term
outperformance recognised as a leading performer in the industry. This is a fitting overture to
Platinum’s upcoming 16th Annual Institutional Investor Conference, and to the introduction of
Platinum All Star’s new dividend share class which targets a 3.2% dividend per annum, payable
quarterly.”
About Platinum Capital Management
Platinum is a global investment firm that manages single strategy funds and funds of funds for
investors worldwide. Founded in 1999, Platinum Capital Management Ltd. is based in London,
with affiliate offices in Zurich, Isle of Man, and Los Angeles. Platinum funds offer investors a
range of investment strategies built on Platinum’s commitment to delivering quality long-term
investment success and a culture which embraces the continual enhancement of its investment
selection, asset allocation and ongoing risk management capabilities.
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